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Hi, I'm Lisa
I'm a mom, grandma, decorator, and a boss

As you look through this media kit, you will

lady creating a brand that empowers

be given important numbers and facts that

women and looks to find the beauty in all

you can use to decide if we would be a

things décor.

great fit together!

I have had great

success with my partnerships and continue
Being an influencer, I have the pleasure of

to work with them many times afterwards.

being able to create content and
conversations with all of my followers as well
as work with amazing brands and products.

For all of my partners, and they truly are
partners, I strive to create a

And I want to work with you!

WIN

for everybody.

This media kit will give you all of the
information and data you'll need to make a
decision to work with me.

For the partners, for my

brand and for the followers.
to working with you.

WIN - WIN I look forward

I'm grateful for you

reaching out to me, so let's take the next
step and be part of the Design Tribe!!

Lisa

T I M E

T O

G E T

Social

Lisa has achieved a strong and growing social media
influencer following that spans multiple platforms.

instagram

Her

fans have come to know her for her honest, relatable,
and entertaining stories, posts, and videos.
always said the "change starts at home."

She has
Her passion

132k +

for design, decor, DIY, fashion, family, and her pets who
are the real stars of the stories comes through and has

average

posts

per

day:

1

created a highly engaged community she calls her
Design Tribe.

average

story

views:

4,000

pinterest
3.5M +
monthly

viewers

29k +
followers

tik tok
81k +
followers

facebook

what you'll get
High quality, naturally-lit shot images that are styled
to best represent your brand or service. 100% honest
and authentic posts with captions designed to create
product interest, desire, and engagement.

5500 +
followers
average

posts

per

day:

1

A N D

T H E R E ' S

more
The blog started back in 2018 to provide a way for
followers to learn more about the DIYs and to provide

the blog

more product information and details they were craving.
We did this backwards, yes but it was to support the
constant requests from the fans for more information

3,300 +

about what Lisa was doing.

Since then, she has expanded to include other popular

monthly

page

views

sections like cooking & recipe videos,

home remodeling

projects, and now her new podcast - "Social with Lisa".
Her belief is that you provide as many ways for followers

2,500 +
unique

monthly

to learn and engage with you, which has created a very
busy publishing schedule.

visitors

publishing schedule:
1

weekly
daily
daily

podcast

IG
FB

weekly

the podcast
2500 +
total

downloads

390 +
monthly
(4

podcasts

episodes

per

play

month)

weekly

posts
posts
pins

YouTube

videos

Price List
social media endorsements
This is the most popular and quickest way to reach
followers.

There are multiples options for you when

it comes to which platform you want.

This rate

$500 per post

covers an endorsement on one of the following
platforms:
Instagram, Facebook, or Pinterest.

instagram stories
If you are looking for a quick and simple way
to generate interest and product
engagement, then stories are a great way to
get the word out.

$100 per slide
$50 per slide - post
add on

podcast endorsement
Endorsement mention during show and 20 - 30
second commercial aired within 1st third of the show

$200 per commerical

(monthly show endorsements available)

tik tok endorsement
Yes, that crazy platform!

You can get a video post or

a live session with product shout-outs.

$250 per post
$100 per live

All posts, mentions, and commercials are subject to approval and may be declined at time of request.

97%
women

KEY DEMOGRAPHICS
24 - 49
years

90%
usa

Past Collaborations

I

W A N T

T O

S A Y ,

Thank You
With all of the influencers you could choose
from, I am thankful that you've taken time to
consider me.

I am always looking to share

companies and products that share my love
and passion for design, fashion, and home.

Lisa

I look forward to getting to know you and
how we can become partners.

How To Book
All endorsements and collaborations are on a first come, first serve basis. To get your product or company
scheduled:
Please email:

info@lisaherlanddesigns.com

Include your product or service, website, relevant details about the partnership, and what you are looking for in an
endorsement.
Please allow up to 7 business days for a reply. I can't wait to see what we come up with together!

